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Stranger in a strange land
Nick Bradshaw on how

apartheid fostered the legend

ofalost 197osrockprophet

"The perfect story is one you can
retell in three minutes, and every
sentence is interesting," advises
Malik Bendjelloul. "When I told
people the skeleton of this story,
it was like 'Wow!' and then 'wow!'
and then 'wow!'... I'd never heard a

story that provoked so much energy
when I told it."

Bendjelloul's story, expertly
unfolded in his feature-documentary
debut Searchingfor Sugar Man, is one
of faraway times and disparate cities,
of missed chances, unlikely cross
cultural pollination and the stirring
satisfactions of belated recognition.
It's also one whose pleasures of
revelation are hard not to spoil (you
can read a fuller synopsis on page 70),
but it starts like this: despite the
attentions of producing legends Mike
Theodore and Steve Rowland, the two
albums recorded by enigmatic inner
Detroit folk-rocker Sixto Rodriguez
in r970 and r971 (Cold Fact and
Comingfrom Reality) confounded all
expectations by sinking without trace,
and in a weird realisation of the lyrics
of his last recorded song, his label laid
him off two weeks before Christmas.

International man of mystery; Sixto Rodriguez

Somehow, though, the records
washed up in apartheid-era South
Africa, where their fresh and frank
protest lyrics struck a chord with a
young liberal generation suffocating
under the repressively conservative
regime; we're told Cold Fact even
introduced the word 'anti

establishment' to the country. Slowly
Cold Fact became, to South Africans,
"one of the most famous records of all

time", "bigger than Elvis"..."oh, much
bigger than the Rolling Stones." Still,

it wasn't until the mid 90Sthat
anyone there seriously investigated
the artist's curiously divergent record
cover credits, or the conflicting myths
of his post-recording denouement
("It wasn't just a suicide - it was
one of the most grotesque suicides
in rock history"), or the money trail
of this covert platinum-seller. ..

Why had no South African
director already told the story? "In a
way I think it was too famous," says
Bendjelloul. "Itneeded someone from

the outside who could experience
it like new." I tell him I'm reminded
of Buena Vista Social Club - another

petri-dish story of culture developing
in isolation. "Correct, and this case
was very extreme," says Bendjelloul,
counting off three factors: one, a
country censored from the inside
and boycotted from without; two,
the isolation of Rodriguez himself,
who for long periods could only be
contacted through the telephone at
his local bar; and three, the wideness
of the world before the internet.

"And all these things were resolved
after apartheid fell in 1994,and the
internet came at the same time."

And the mystery man himself, who
as a construction worker apparently
used to turn up to work in a tuxedo?
"Rodriguez tells us something about
this world," says Bendjelloul. "Every
day can be a special day; construction
work can be the most important
work there is if you look at it that
way. It's just a way of perceiving
things and believing what you do
with your life has an importance.
Rodriguez proves that: he changed
the world without even knowing it,
and created art that maybe will be
around forever."

• 'Searchingfor Sugar Man' is released
on 27 July


